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Abstract—To reduce the cost associated with screening
lifecycle assessments (LCAs), we propose treating LCA as a data
mining problem and automating the process of assigning impact
factors to inventory components. We describe three subproblems involved in automating LCA and provide illustrative
case studies for each. The results from an automated data mining
approach are comparable to those obtained from the more
laborious manual LCA process.
Index Terms—Data mining, environmental management,
green design, environmental factors

I. PROBLEM ADDRESSED

S

creening life-cycle assessments (LCAs) [1-2] are of
interest in identifying the environmental “hotspots” which
need to be mitigated for different products [3-4]. Often,
however, especially for new products which are yet to be
fabricated, LCA practitioners have no information about the
product inventory other than a bill-of-materials (BOM) which
lists the components that go into creating the system. Current
practice is to try and manually map each component of a given
BOM to a functional unit within a published environmental
database [10-15], but the cost entailed in such manual
mapping is often prohibitive [5-9].
We propose treating screening LCA as a data mining
problem, with the lifecycle inventory being set up as a product
tree; an environmental database being set up as a matrix; and
the impact assessment being set up as a similarity problem.
Using such a formulation, we show how analytical techniques
can be leveraged to address a variety of problems related to
screening LCAs.
II. KNOWLEDGE OF PRIOR WORK
Most prior work related to data analytics in LCA has
occurred in the context of uncertainty analysis, sensitivity
studies, and data quality assessments. These include statistical
methods to understand impact variation [16-19], simulations
(such as Monte Carlo) to test robustness [20-26], and
empirical methods to evaluate the quality of data used within
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the LCA [27-32]. There is also prior work related to the
application of weighting schemes to determine the appropriate
normalization and characterization of impact categories [7, 16,
32]. However,, we are not aware of any prior work related to
the application of quantitative data mining techniques for
simplifying inventory management or impact assessment
within an LCA.
III. PROJECT UNDERTAKEN
This paper describes an investigation into opportunities for
leveraging the growing field of ‘data mining’. Specifically, we
illustrate the applicability of data mining in three areas:
(i) filling in missing impact data or validating existing data
within published environmental databases, so that the integrity
of impact assessment may be improved and the cost of
creating such databases may be reduced (“matrix
completion”);
(ii) reconstructing system boundaries and lifecycle
inventory (LCI) for published LCA studies where only
endpoint values are reported but no inventory data are
provided (“tree discovery”); and,
(iii) expeditious assessment of environmental footprint by
matching a given lifecycle inventory component to similar
environmental database nodes (“node similarity”).
When combined, the above three methods provide a means
to simplify and automate the process of performing screening
LCA studies, thus greatly reducing the cost of performing
hotspot analysis across a large range of products.
IV. RESEARCH METHODS
Data mining [33] denotes a broad range of statistical and
artificial intelligence techniques applied to large scale data
with the goal of automatically extracting knowledge. In
addition to commonly used techniques such as regression, data
mining includes techniques and algorithms for performing
tasks such as classification, clustering and association rule
mining [34]. Specifically in this paper, data mining techniques
used include clustering1, k-nearest neighbors classification2,
and non-negative least squares regression3.
1

Clustering involves assigning data points to groups called clusters based
on a distance metric (e.g. Euclidean distance) between the data points.
2
k-nearest neighbors classification assigns data points to classes or groups
based on k other data points that are most similar to it (based on a distance
metric).
3
Non-negative least squares regression is just like ordinary least squares
regression with the added constraint that all coefficients to be determined
must be non-negative.

In order to make environmental data more amenable to data
mining techniques, we structure a given environmental
impacts dataset as a matrix as shown in Fig. 1(a). The rows of
the matrix correspond to functional units in the environmental
database while the columns correspond to impact factors.
Next, the LCI is rearranged as a ‘tree’ (Fig. 1(b)) where the
topmost (root or parent) node is the system to be analyzed, and
subsequent nodes (children) are descriptions of how the
different parts within the system are related.
With the above structure, it becomes possible to borrow
numerous algorithmic approaches from the world of data
mining.
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of environmental impact database, set up as a
matrix of impact factors. (b) Tree diagram for a desktop computer.

Figure 2. Reconstruction percentage error (70th percentile) is
shown as a function of increasing percentage missing data (from
1% to 10%). The cluster method performs the best (3.5 ~ 4%
error) across the percent missing range.

A. Matrix Completion
A large scale environmental impacts dataset, such as
ecoinvent 2.0, arranged as a matrix as shown in Fig 1 (a), may
contain missing, invalid, or unavailable entries. We refer to
estimating these unknown values as the matrix completion
problem. Missing entries could arise due to high cost or
difficulty associated with estimating a specific impact factor
for a particular node. In addition, when new nodes are to be
added to an existing environmental database, it is usually
expensive to evaluate all the environmental impact factors
related to that particular node. For example, commercial offthe-shelf databases often have upwards of 200 impact factors.
For each of these impact factors, a practitioner must manually
evaluate the impact of the system in order to fill out the
database. We present methods and techniques by which a
practitioner could omit select impact factors during data input,
and then automatically estimate these missing impact values at
a later time. Such an approach could reduce the cost of
creating large-scale environmental databases.
To illustrate this approach, we apply it to the ecoinvent 2.0
database. In order that ground truth be available to estimate
the accuracy of our methods, we randomly remove up to 10%
of the known impact factors, and then estimate these values
using multiple matrix completion algorithms.
We apply three different methods for reconstructing the
missing values. The first method fills in the missing values
with the median of the corresponding impact factor derived
from values that are present. The second method first
calculates the k-nearest neighbors of each node and then
replaces the missing values in a node by the median derived
from its k-nearest neighbors. The third method uses an
iterative method to estimate by first randomly initializing the
missing values. Each subsequent iteration consists of
clustering the nodes using k-means algorithm into a given
number of clusters and then replacing missing values in nodes
by the medoids of the cluster it belongs to. This process is
continued until convergence, or until number of iterations has
reached a threshold.

To measure how closely the reconstructed values match the
original ones we compute the percentage error between the
correct values and the reconstructed ones. We then applied the
different methods on the data with various percentages of
missing values ranging from 1 percent to 10 percent. The data
consists of 3828 nodes and 198 impact factors, so 10 percent
amounts to about 75000 missing values. Figure 2 tracks the
error at the 70th percentile over the various runs. From the
50th to 60th percentile the methods perform comparably, but
at this point the methods involving clustering and medians
perform the best. While the error using these methods stays
under 5% for 90% of the missing values (about 67500), for the
remaining (about 7500) values the errors may be quite large
(up to 70%); this is likely because the remaining missing
values are quite dissimilar from those of any of the other
nodes with known values, so no reasonable basis exists upon
which the missing values can be predicted for these ~10%
nodes. Thus, we find that this approach is most suitable in
cases where a new node being added to the database bears
some resemblance to the properties of existing nodes; in
situations where a completely new system is being added,
estimating missing values through matrix completion may not
be an appropriate approach.
B. Tree Discovery
Often, LCA studies report the system studied, the database
used, and the resulting midpoints and endpoints; but fail to
report the actual inventory breakdown. For situations where all
the impact factors are drawn from the same database, it
becomes possible to ‘discover’ the tree (inventory) underlying
the system. Specifically, the total impact of the entire system
(I, which has been reported) must equal the sum of impact
factors for n functional units (child nodes) weighted by the
appropriate quantities:
(1)
I = w1I1 + w2I2 + … + wnIn
Note that I and Ii are vectors and each consists of m impact
factors. The challenge is to search for the n correct nodes (note
that n must also be determined since it is not known) from the
database corresponding to the parent and then determine {w1,
w2, …, wn} which will result in the closest match of the known
total impact I. Successfully solving this would allow both the
inventory and the coefficients to be identified, even without
knowledge of the inventory components.
The algorithm, since the goal is to find a linear fit, at its
core makes use of the non-negative least squares algorithm
(NNLS) [36] to test how well certain subsets of nodes fit.
Since a brute-force exploration of the entire space of subsets
(in other words, examining all possible combinations of nodes
in a database to find the child nodes) is intractable, the
algorithm selectively samples what we refer to as
“generators”. A generator is defined to be a subset of nodes
such that it contains a minimal number of nodes that satisfies a
minimum threshold error criterion when supplied to NNLS, so
if any node is removed from this subset it will no longer
satisfy the threshold error criterion. The first step of the
discovery algorithm fixes a particular node and then samples a
fixed number of generators that contain it. The process is

repeated for all nodes. These generators will give us an idea of
whether or not a particular node occurs concurrently with
other nodes. If we refer to these generator samples for each
node as “profiles”, then the next stage of the algorithm clusters
similar profiles together. For instance, if node A occurs
frequently with nodes B,C and D, and if node B occurs
frequently with nodes A, C and D, then the profiles of A and B
will belong in the same cluster because are similar. In essence,
nodes within a cluster can be considered to provide similar
information. The final stage in the algorithm tries to prune
nodes from clusters to greedily increase the quality of the fit of
the remaining subset of nodes after which we are left with the
final tree [37].
Figure 3 illustrates the results of this approach for a power
supply unit from the ecoinvent 2.0 database: the only input
provided was the total impact of the power supply unit (as
published); the algorithm described above then explored and
evaluated potential inventory components from the rest of the
database, determined the weighting coefficients for those
inventory components which allowed for a reasonable match,
and rejected those components which could not be fit. While
the results from such an approach are approximate and may
not work in all scenarios, this provides a low-cost method to
perform hotspot analysis for screening-type studies.
Another example is provided in Figure 4, for a LiC6
Electrode. It also shows an analysis of the errors of the
discovered tree as compared to the reference (or actual) tree. It
plots the difference between the percentage contribution of an
impact factor (median and max) in the discovered node minus
the percentage contribution in the reference node. For
example, the difference in the median and maximum
contribution in node 1056 is very low indicating that the
weight assigned to this node by the algorithm matches very
closely with the actual weight of the node. In almost all cases
the error in the median contribution is low, while the error in
the maximum contribution varies. This is, in general,
attributable to the diversity of the impact factor values within
a node. A negative difference shows that the algorithm
assigned a very low weight compared to the actual node
(including 0, a false negative); a positive difference shows that
the algorithm assigned too much weight to a node, including
the cases where a node that does not exist in the actual tree is
reported (i.e. a false positive). The number of nodes correctly
reported in this case is 5 out of 6 (although an additional node
discovered was close enough to the missed node to be
considered substitutable by a domain expert).
The low error in median contribution implies that for the
majority of impact factors, the predicted weight of the node
discovered is similar to that reported in the published
database. A high error in the maximum contribution suggests
the possibility that for a small number of select impact factors
– such as trace elements – the tree discovery algorithm is not
sufficiently detecting these issues. It is worth noting however
that this is also a limitation of screening LCAs in the state-ofthe-art as well; if an effective means of detecting such trace
impacts in screening LCAs were to be made available, these
could potentially be corresponding encoded into the discovery

algorithm to minimize the maximum error. Figure 5 shows the
percentage errors for a CDROM. Again the median errors are
very low.
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Figure 4. The top figure show the tree for LiC6 Electrode, while
the bottom shows the median and maximum percentage error
(across all the impact factors) in the discovered tree.
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C. Node Similarity
Estimating product footprint typically involves manual
disassembly of existing products, individually weighing each
component, identifying the material content of each
component, and then assigning environmental impact factors
based on the material content plus mass. However, the large
number of inputs required to accurately perform a life-cycle
assessment limits the scalability of such an approach. For
example, an IT system may have hundreds of material and
energy flows across the supply chain. Manually tracking each
of these flows is cumbersome and expensive. The ability to
automate the process of environmental foot printing could be
beneficial, both to reduce internal costs of foot printing as well
as a services opportunity. First, we use matrix completion, as
described earlier, to fill in any missing information in the
environmental database used, followed by the following three
steps.
Clustering. We perform node clustering for the hundreds of
items listed in a particular BOM. This is done because many
of the BOM components may be quite similar from the
standpoint of environmental impact but very different in terms
of how they are identified on the system tree (e.g., two
identical stainless steel screws which reside in different parts
of the system may have completely different part numbers).
We propose automating this process through a ‘node
similarity’ algorithm, where a quantitative similarity (or
distance) metric is computed by comparing node specific
information (such as, part name, description, etc.). For
example, to compare text attributes of nodes, approximate
string matching techniques such as longest common
subsequence (LCS), longest common prefix (LCP),
Levenshtein distance, or a combination thereof can be used
[35]. Once a distance metric is obtained, clustering algorithms
such as partitioning around medoids (PAM) can be used to
group similar BOM nodes together. The resulting clusters
reduce the number of parts to be evaluated from several
thousand to a smaller and more manageable number (typically,
at least an order of magnitude reduction).
Translation. Each of these clusters is then assigned a
representative node that is similar from the environmental
database. In other words, we ‘translate’ the different BOMs
associated with a product (which may come from different
suppliers and thus have different naming schemes) into a
standard terminology, derived from the environmental

database, that allows us to gain insight into the environmental
impact related to each cluster. Ideally, such translation could
also be automated based on the above similarity techniques
(e.g., where the BOM nodes are automatically assigned to
environmental nodes with similar identifiers), but initially, we
perform this translation manually. (It is worth noting that the
clustering performed above is what allows such translation to
be done manually, since clustering enables a reduction in the
number of translations by an order of magnitude.)
Tree Reconstruction. One pending challenge with the
translation is that the units specified on the BOM and
environmental database may differ. For example, most product
BOMs specify the number of repeating instances for a
particular part number, while the environmental nodes may be
specified per mass (kg) or such. To rectify this, we recognize
that discrete environmental nodes within a tree comprise a set
of simultaneous linear equations, because of the requirement
that impacts of all the child nodes must approximately equal
the impact of the root (parent). We propose a tree
reconstruction algorithm that takes the disparate nodes
(clusters) previously identified and performs a non-negative
least squares (NNLS) fit to identify the appropriate
coefficients (weights) for each node. With a single baseline
allocation of the units (e.g. the total mass of a single instance
of the root node from the BOM), it becomes possible to solve
the above NNLS and reconstruct the environmental tree.
With the above building blocks in place, it becomes
possible to obtain an approximate environmental footprint for
any arbitrary tree or product BOM. We illustrate the above
approach by analyzing a real printed circuit board (PCB) for
an existing computer system. This PCB BOM contains about
560 components, including a mix of resistors, capacitors,
ASIC and logic devices, etc. We begin by using the node
similarity approach and clustering the BOM nodes using PAM
with their text descriptions as attributes. We identify 22
unique clusters. Because a large number of components on the
PCB are similar, it became relatively easy to translate these
clusters into a list of nodes from the environmental database.
For the resulting environmental tree, we were able to utilize
the impact factors available from the environmental database
and successfully solve for the coefficient of each node.
As proof-of-concept, we compare the total environmental
footprint calculated using our analytics-based approach to one
computed manually by an LCA practitioner. The results are
quite encouraging. For the 3rd quartile (i.e. for nearly 75% of
the impact factors, or about 180 different environmental
impacts), the predictions agree to within 25%; with a median
prediction difference of about 12.8% between the autopredicted and manually calculated environmental footprint.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, after having obtained
the environmental footprint for each of the clusters, the results
can be used to perform an environmental “hot spot” analysis,
where essentially a Pareto list of the biggest environmental
contributors to the overall PCB footprint is generated so that a
designer or LCA practitioner can zoom in on where further
efforts should be focused. The results from the auto-LCA
Pareto match those obtained from a manual LCA: for

example, in terms of global warming potential (GWP), the
chips are the highest footprint owing to their upstream
manufacturing; followed by the copper in the connectors and
the capacitors. Thus, a designer wanting to further reduce the
environmental footprint of the PCB knows where efforts
should be focused – and then the designer can use such a tool
to reassess a new design as well. This is important because it
becomes possible for someone who has no LCA or
environmental background to automatically get feedback
regarding the sustainability of their design.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Consumers and enterprises are seeking increasing amounts
of environmental information about the products they
purchase and produce. By applying data mining approaches to
address three LCA problems – matrix completion, tree
discovery, and node similarity – it becomes possible to
significantly automate a screening LCA, while retaining
reasonable levels of accuracy within fairly broad boundary
constraints, especially for cases where the inventory data is of
low quality. In the future, we plan to further evaluate the
scalability of these algorithms and test the approaches on a
broader variety of systems.
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